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B

Letters of the Latin alphabet This article is about the letters of the alphabet. See B (ambiguity) for other purposes. ß or ẞ not East Sea horns. For technical reasons, the B #는 redirected here. For B-sharp, see B♯. BB b (see below) writing systemlatin script EnglishalfabetISO Basic Latinalfabetalfabetalfabet Alfabet LanguageSourceLatin
LanguagePhone Sound Usage[b][p][p][ɓ] (Adaptive) Unicode CodePoint U+0042, U+0062 Alfabet Position 2Museon reference value: 2 History development β β  B-hour period unknown to date, but ♭ • ␢ • ␢ • SistersБВبܒ בּב Բ բVariations (see below) includes the IPA voice symbol in this document. Without proper rendering support,
question marks, boxes, or other symbols may appear instead of Unicode characters. For an introductory guide to IPA symbols, see Help:IPA. ISO basicLatin alphabet Aa bb cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy zz vte B or b is the second letter of the Latin script alphabet. Its name is Bee in English
(pronounced / ˈbiː /), revenge bee. [1] [2] It indicates a double interruption of speech in many languages, including English. In other languages, it is used to represent different pair-to-pair differents. History EgyptPr Phoenician bd Greek Beta Etruria B Roma B Runeunbirun B Insular B Black Letter B Antiqua B Modern Roman B Old English
was originally written on a rune, whose equal letter was a birch meaning, ⟨ᛒ⟩ beorc. Beorc dates back to the Elder Fusak in at least the second century, which is now believed to ⟨⟩ derived from the ⟨⟩ of the old italic alphabet, ⟨  ⟩ or through Latin language. The ad-ad-ing, half-halves of the ⟨⟩ gregory and ⟨⟩ mission gradually evolved into a
deeper ⟨⟩ script. This old English Latin alphabet replaced the old runes, which were completely banned from use in King Kanut in the early 11th century. Norman Conquest popularized Carrollingian's anti-U.S. form, which developed into ⟨ ⟩ blacker than the latter. At about 1300, letter cases were increasingly distinguished, with upper and
lowercase B taking on separate meanings. After the advent of printing in the 15th century, the Holy Roman Empire (Germany) and Scandinavia continued to use the form of black letters (especially Fraktur), and Britain eventually adopted humanism and antiqua scripts developed in Renaissance Italy as a combination of Roman
inscriptions and caroling text. The current form of English cursive B was developed by the 17th century. In 1627, ⟨⟩B's late Renaissance or early Baroque design originated in the Greek capital, Beta ⟨Β⟩ and originated through the Ekruria and Kumaya variants. The Greek letter was an adaptation of the Phoenician ⟨ ⟩. [3] The Egyptian
episodymic character for the episonant /b / was a foot and calf ⟨ ⟩ image,[4] but být (Phoenician for home) probably adapted from a separate episostian ⟨ ⟩ meaning it was a modified form of proto-sinai glyph ⟨ ⟩ meaning The Hebrew letter Beth ⟨ב⟩ development of the Phoenician letter. [3] By the Byzantine era, the Greek letter ⟨Β⟩ was
pronounced /v/,[3] so that it is known as Vita in modern Greek (still written βαα⟩ ⟨⟩ ⟨). [3] (Modern Greece lacks characters for voice double-planned ploys and degraphs/⟨μπ⟩, mp.) to sound these sounds in different languages. Used in english, ⟨b⟩ writing system⟨ b⟩ voice double penis stop / b / as in the bib. In English, it is sometimes
silent. This happens especially with words like ⟨mb⟩, lamb and bombs, some had the original /b/sound and some had the letters ⟨b⟩ (see records of English clusters of caysonants) added by the analogy. The ⟨b⟩ of debt, doubt, subtle and related words was added as an emanatial spelling in the 16th century, and is to make the word more
like a Latin original (divithum, dubito, subtilis). /b/ is one of the sounds heard according to the laws of the picture, and words with ⟨b⟩ in English and other Germanic languages can find cognac in other inductive-European languages that appear together ⟨bh⟩ ⟨p⟩⟩, ⟨f⟩ or ⟨φ⟩. [3] For example, compare the various cognacs of the word brother.
It is the seventh most frequently used letter in English (after V, K, J, X, Q, Z), and the frequency for words is about 1.5%. Many other languages other than English use ⟨b⟩ indicates a double interruption of speech. Estonian, Danish, Faroe, Icelandic, Scottish Gaelic, Chinese sickly, ⟨b⟩ not represent negative coymroics. Instead, it's a
gem/p:/ Indicates arsung /p/ in contrast to one of them. (Estonian) or aspiration/ph/ (Danish, Faroce, Icelandic, Scottish Gaelic and Finnine) are ⟨p⟩ in 2015. In Fiji⟨b⟩ represents digraph ⟨bh⟩ opposite, zulu and Xhosa represent disloyal / ɓ / representing /b / deeds / mb / . Finnish only ⟨b⟩ loans. In the international voice alphabet, voice
transcription, [b], is used to represent a voice double stop call. In a yin transcription system for a particular language, it can be used to represent a Lenis pawn that is /b/ not necessarily a voice. Other main articles: B (ambiguity) B is also a music note. In English-speaking countries, it is the 12th note of coloration built in C: Si. In Central
Europe and Scandinavia, B is used to represent B-flat, and the 12th note of the color grid is represented by H. The archaic forms of 'b', b synonyms (squares b, ♮) and b rotundum (round b, ♭) are used in musical notations as symbols of nature and plane, respectively. In contract (sophomore) English Brat, 'b' means but when isolated. On
your computer, B is a symbol of the byte, which is the unit of information storage. In engineering, B is a symbol of bell, which is a level unit. In chemistry, B is a symbol of boron, a chemical element. The Blood Type B emoji ( ️) was added to Unicode 6.0 in 2010 and became a popular Internet meme in 2018, with letters replaced by
emojis. [7] Related characters ancestors, descendants and brothers : Bet the Jewish character in which the following symbols are derived from the original β β: Ⲃ ⲃ derived from the Greek letter beta, the Copytic letter Býta derived from the Greek beta: Cyrillian letter Ve, which also derives from the beta: Cyrillian letter be, Which also
derives from the beta: Cyrille letter Be, which is also derived from the Greek beta ᛒ derived from beta : gui vie: perhaps the old italic B  derivative runic bernan: Gothic letter berkna, which is associated with B ɓ derived from certain symbols of the Greek beta IPA β:Ƀ ƀ Ḃ ḃ Ḅ ḅ Ḇ ḇ Ɓ ɓ ᵬ[]. 8] ᶀ[9] Ꞗ ꞗ: B ᴃ ᴯ B: Ford B and various kinky
characters are used in Ura al. [10] Ƃ ƃ: Top bar derived ligatures, abbreviations, signs and symbols ␢ B: U +2422 ␢ Blank symbol: Thai Baht ₿: Bitcoin ♭: The plane of the above-mentioned music is still similar to lowercase b. Computing code character information preview B B Unicode name Latin letter B Latin small letter B latin small
letter B encoding decimal hex hexagonal hex unicode 66 U +0042 98 U +0062 UTF-8 66 42 98 62 numeric letter reference and #66; &amp; #x42 &amp; #98&amp;#x62 &amp; The EBCDIC family 194 C2 130 82 ASCII 1 66 42 98 62 1 also includes the DOS, Windows, ISO-8859, and Macintosh encoding families for ASCII-based
encoding. Other expressions NATO voice morse code bravo ▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄▄ signal flag semapore U.S. manual alphabet (ASL finger pelling) bramza bram bram bram reference - 12 integrated English bramza reference ^ B, Oxford English Dictionary, 2 ed., Oxford University Press, Oxford University Press 1989 ^ B, Merriam-Webster's
3rd New International English Dictionary, Unabrijit, 1993 ^ b c d e Baynes, T. S., ed. (1878), B, Encyclobaidia Britannica, 3 (9ed.), New York: Sons of Charles Scribner, 17. Rossini, Stefan (1998), Illustrated Orthopedic Handbook, Sterling Publishing (2002), pp. 22-23, ISBN 1-4027-0025-3 ^ Gold wasser, Orly (March to April 2010), How
the alphabet was born from hieronyms, Biblical Archaeological Review, 36, Washington: Biblical Archaeological Society, ISSN 0098-9444 ^ It is also similar to /h/ ⟨ ⟩ semantic manners or hieronyms, meaning reprotective. ^ B button emoticon . Know your memes. It was found on December 4, 2018. ^ Constable, Peter (September 30,
2003). L2/03-174R2: Proposal (PDF) encoding intermediate tilde and voice symbols in UCS. ^ Constable, Peter (April 19, 2004). Suggestion to add additional speech characters to L2/04-132 UCS (PDF). ^ Everson, Michael; et al. (March 20, 2002). L2/02-141: Ural spoken alphabet letter for UCS (PDF). Pre-definition wiktionary Giles,
Peter (1911), B, B, Encyclopædia Britannica, 3 (11 ed.), p. 87 title=B&amp;oldid=980108899 in Wikimedia Commons
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